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Abstract. Winfree’s pioneering work led the foundations in the area of error-
reduction in algorithmic self-assembly [26], but the construction resulted in in-
crease of the size of assembly. Reif et. al. contributed further in this area with
compact error-resilient schemes [15] that maintained the original size of the as-
semblies, but required certain restrictions on the Boolean functions to be used
in the algorithmic self-assembly. It is a critical challenge to improve these com-
pact error resilient schemes to incorporate arbitrary Boolean functions, and to
determine how far these prior results can be extended under different degrees
of restrictions on the Boolean functions. In this work we present a consider-
ably more complete theory of compact error-resilient schemes for algorithmic
self-assembly in two and three dimensions. First we consider two-dimensional
algorithmic self-assembly. We present an error correction scheme for reduction
of errors from ε to ε2 for arbitrary Boolean functions in two dimensional algo-
rithmic self-assembly. Then we characterize the class of Boolean functions for
which the error reduction can be done from ε to ε3, and present an error correc-
tion scheme that achieves this reduction. Then we prove ultimate limits on cer-
tain classes of compact error resilient schemes: in particular we show that they
can not provide reduction of errors from ε to ε4 is for any Boolean functions.
Further, we develop the first provable compact error resilience schemes for three
dimensional tiling self-assemblies. We also extend the work of Winfree on self-
healing in two-dimensional self-assembly [25] to obtain a self-healing tile-set for
three-dimensional self-assembly.

1 Introduction

Self-assembly is the ubiquitous process in which smaller objects combine together to
form larger complex objects. Recently, it has been demonstrated as an efficient mech-
anism for bottom-up construction of nanostructures in nanotechnology [19, 27, 11, 8,
32, 31, 3, 10]. The potential of self-assembly is not limited to nanofabrication. The abil-
ity of two-dimensional and three-dimensional assemblies to perform parallel univer-
sal computations has been explored in development of self-assembly of DNA tiles as
a tool for nanocomputation [9, 14, 23, 28, 30]. Self-assembly has been demonstrated at
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larger scales (meso-scale) using capillary forces for interactions between meso-scale
tiles [2, 16]. However, major hurdle in harnessing the capabilities of algorithmic self-
assembly are the errors that occur during the assembly. Incorrect tiles are incorporated
in the growing structure with error rate ranging from 1% to 5% [26]. There are two ap-
proaches to combat the errors. The first is to reduce the inherent error rate by optimizing
the physical conditions [24] or using newer molecular mechanisms [4], while the other
approach is to improve the tile design so that the total number of errors in the final struc-
ture is reduced in spite of the intrinsic error-rate remaining the same [26, 15, 5].

Winfree’s pioneering work in error-correction [26] laid the foundations towards im-
proving the tile-design to reduce the errors in assembly. Though it resulted in the total
size of assembly to be 2 × 2 times for error reduction to ε2 and 3 × 3 times for error
reduction to ε3, it paved the way for further work in error-reduction using the concept
of redundancy. The basic idea was that an error in the assembly of a tile forced more
errors in the immediate neighborhood of that tile, making it extremely prone to detach-
ment, and hence reducing the error. Later, the snaked proof-reading scheme that could
correct both growth and nucleation errors in the self-assembly was built upon this con-
struction [5]. However, it required replacing a tile by a k × k block of tiles. Later a
method was proposed to control nucleation errors programmably [18]. However, each
of these schemes significantly scaled up the overall size of assembly. In applications
like molecular fabrication tasks where the scale of final pattern is of critical impor-
tance, this scaling up is undesirable. Reif et al. [15] proposed a compact error-resilient
tiling schemes in which errors could be reduced to ε2 (2-way overlay redundancy) and
ε3 (3-way overlay redundancy) without increasing the size of the assembly. The anal-
ysis of error was done in the equilibrium state of the assembly. Another distinction of
this scheme was that it considered the error resilience in the whole pattern and not only
in the output row. It means that this scheme had a tendency to remove any incorrectly
placed tile from the assembly even if the ongoing computation was not affected by that
tile. This is important in the assembly of a nanostructure of desired pattern, where any
incorrect placement of any tile is a defect (even though it might not have interfered with
the subsequent growth of assembly). But it had its limitations on the Boolean functions
that could be used for the error-resilient algorithmic assembly. In particular, it required
one of the function to be XOR, and for reduction to ε3 the additional requirement was
that the other function should be input-sensitive to one of the inputs. A Boolean func-
tion f(x) is called input-sensitive to a Boolean variable x if whenever x changes f(x)
also changes. It is thus a critical challenge to improve these compact error-correction
schemes to incorporate any arbitrary Boolean functions. In case that is not possible, it is
important to characterize the class of Boolean functions to which these error-correction
schemes can be extended. Recently Winfree [20] presented a compact error resilient
scheme based on Chen et al [5]. They also overlooked the errors that did not affect the
ongoing computation.

Self-assembly in three dimensions is extremely promising in the field of microelec-
tronics assembly, where independent manipulation of each component is required. It is
already being seen as promising candidate for heterogeneous three-dimensional integra-
tion of next-generation microsystems [29,12,6,22]. In light of the inherent parallelism,
three-dimensional nature and larger range (nanoscale to mesoscale) of application of
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self-assembly, it has a great potential as tool for building complex systems from mi-
croscaled templates. Apart from this, the utility of three-dimensional structures for com-
puting has been known for a long time [7]. Simple examples of algorithmic computation
in three dimensions includes the generalization of Pascal triangle to 3D [1] and three di-
mensional multiplexers (the latter would provide a mechanism for 3D memory address-
ing with the appropriate affixed molecular electronic components). Analogous to the
simulation of a finite state automata through two-dimensional self-assembly, three di-
mensional self-assembly can be used to simulate a two-dimensional cellular automata,
where the third spatial dimension of the 3D tiling is the time step of the cellular au-
tomata. The tiles in a horizontal plane will represent the current state of all the cells of a
two-dimensional cellular automata, then the tiles assembled in horizontal plane on top
of it will be states at next time instance. This allows one to derive 3D tiling assemblies
from a wide variety of known two-dimensional cellular automata designs, including
matrix multiplication, integer multipliers, context free language recognition, etc. Re-
cently crystal structure of three-dimensional DNA lattices formed by self-assembly was
demonstrated [13]. The question of fault-tolerance naturally arises with the increasing
popularity of self-assembly for construction of three dimensional self-assembled struc-
tures. It will be critical to determine how successfully can the error-correction tech-
niques used for two-dimensional assemblies be extended to three-dimensions.

Self-healing is a very important process in nature. The damage to the living cells can
be caused by an external intruder or some mechanical impulse or unfavorable physical
conditions. The one property of biological systems that make them robust is their abil-
ity to self-heal in case of damages. It would be really interesting to design the DNA
tiles that forms the lattices having the ability to self-heal, thereby imparting them the
much desired robustness. Winfree [25] gave a construction in which he replaced a sin-
gle tile with 3 × 3 (for simple assemblies like Sierpinski triangles) , 5 × 5 (for general
assemblies) and 7 × 7 (for additional robustness to nucleation errors) block of tiles for
self-healing in a two-dimensional assembly. It would be interesting to know if compact
self-healing tilesets can be formed and whether the techniques given by Winfree can be
extended to three dimensions.

In this paper, we follow the notion of compactness as presented in [15], which re-
quires the new error-resilient tiling assembly to be of no larger size than the original
assembly. Like [15] we consider any incorrect placement of a tile anywhere in the as-
sembly as an error and aim at reducing them as well, even though these errors might not
affect the ongoing computation. As mentioned earlier, this is important for construction
of nanostructures of desired pattern. In this paper, the analysis of the error in the assem-
bly is done in the equilibrium state of the assembly. Throughout this paper redundancy
based compact error resilient scheme refers to any error resilient scheme that does not
scale up the assembly and in which the encodings on the pads of the tiles are used to
create redundancy. In the event of an error this redundancy forces more errors, which
makes the incorrectly placed tiles and their neighborhoods more unstable and prone to
removal from assembly, thereby reducing the error. Also we refer to k-expansive error
resilient schemes as the error correction schemes that work by replacement of a tile by a
block of multiple tiles. In case of three dimensional tiling, we carry forward this notion
of redundancy based compact error resilient schemes.
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In this paper, we present a comprehensive theory of redundancy based compact error
resilient tiling schemes and examine the prospects of constructing compact self-healing
tile sets in two and three-dimensions. The error analysis throughout this paper is in the
equilibrium state of the assembly. In Section 2, first we present a compact error cor-
rection schemes in two dimensional self-assembly that reduces the error from ε to ε2

for arbitrary Boolean functions. Then we characterize the class of Boolean functions
for which error reduction from ε to ε3 is possible using redundancy based compact er-
ror resilient schemes. Also we prove that error reduction from ε to ε4 is impossible
using redundancy based compact error resilient schemes. Next in Section 3 we exam-
ine three-dimensional self-assembly. First we present a compact error resilient scheme
that reduces error to ε2 for arbitrary Boolean functions and ε3 for a restricted class of
input-sensitive Boolean functions. We also prove that error reduction to ε4 can not be
obtained for arbitrary Boolean functions using redundancy based compact error resilient
schemes. In Section 4 we extend the idea of Winfree’s construction for self-healing in
two-dimensions [25] to three-dimensional assembly. In the conclusion, we review our
results and state various open problems and conjectures. We conjecture stronger results
that error reduction to ε3 in three dimensions can not be achieved outside the previously
characterized class, and error reduction to ε4 is impossible to achieve for any Boolean
functions using these error resilient techniques.

2 Error Correction in Self-assembly in Two Dimensions

2.1 Assembly in Two Dimensions

We will consider a general assembly problem in two

U(i,j)U(i+1,j)

V(i,j)

V(i,j+1)

Fig. 1. Two dimensional algorithmic
self-assembly

dimensions consisting of the assembly of a two-
dimensional Boolean array of size N × M , where
the elements of each column are indexed from 0 to
N − 1 from right to left and rows are indexed from
0 to M −1 from bottom to top. The bottom row and
the rightmost column provide the inputs to the as-
sembly. Let V (i, j) be the value of the ith column
(from the right) in the jth row(from the bottom).
Let V (i, j + 1) be the value communicated to the
position (i, j +1) and U(i+1, j) be the value com-
municated to the position (i + 1, j). We define U(i + 1, j) = U(i, j)OP1V (i, j) and
V (i, j + 1) = U(i, j)OP2V (i, j) for two Boolean functions OP1 and OP2.

Figure 1 shows a computational tile that can be used for constructing two dimen-
sional self-assembly. Bottom and right pads are the input pads, while the pads on top
and left are output pads. A pad matches with the neighbor’s contiguous pad if the values
communicated by these pads are the same. U(i, j) and V (i, j) are the right and bottom
input pads, respectively, to the ith column from right and jth row from bottom. Then
U(i + 1, j) the left output pad is given by U(i + 1, j) = U(i, j)OP1V (i, j), while
V (i, j + 1) the top output pad is given by V (i, j + 1) = U(i, j)OP2V (i, j). Examples
of simple two dimensional assemblies: sierpinski triangle and binary counter, are given
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in [15]. Highly complex two-dimensional assemblies are possible due to the universal
computability of two-dimensional self-assembly [21, 28].

2.2 The Error Model

We assume that error probability ε is defined as the probability that there is mismatch
between two tiles and they still stay together in the equilibrium. This probability is
independent of any other match or mismatch and hence we term this probabilistic model
the independent error model. We also want to put emphasis on the correct assembly of
all the tiles in the assembly (and hence on the correctness of complete pattern), and
not just on the correctness of final output only. There might be wrong placement(s) of
tile(s), that do not affect the ongoing computation. But in our error model, we count
them as errors and need the error correction schemes to reduce such errors as well. In
this way we differ from [20], who overlooked the errors that did not affect the ongoing
computation.

Consider a tile T (i, j) in a N × M tiling as-

U(i,j+1),
U(i,j),
V(i,j)

V(i+1,j+1),V(i,j+1),U(i,j+1)

T(i,j)

V(i+1,j),V(i,j),U(i,j)

U(i+1,j+1),
U(i+1,j),
V(i+1,j)

Fig. 2. Construction for error reduction
to ε2

sembly where 0 < i < N − 1, 0 < j < M − 1.
We define the immediate neighborhood of a tile
T (i, j) as 8 tiles surrounding it, whose coordi-
nates differ from (i, j) by at most 1. Formally
speaking, {T (i′, j′) : |i′ − i| ≤ 1, |j′ − j| ≤ 1} \
{T (i, j)}. Tile T (i′, j′) is said to be a-dependent
(for assembly dependent) on tile T (i, j) if i′ ≥ i
and j′ ≥ j and a-independent otherwise. Next
we examine the schemes to reduce the errors in
self-assembly. To reiterate, throughout this paper,
we refer to redundancy based compact error re-
silient scheme as error reduction scheme, where
redundancy is created by encodings in the pads with absolutely no scale up of the
assembly.

Proposition 1. Under our independent error model, if an error in a pad in a tile en-
forces k further mismatches in the assembly in the immediate neighborhood of that tile,
then error probability is reduced to εk+1.

Proof. If one error guarantees k more errors, then the probability that the tile and its
neighborhood in the assembly will stay together in the equilibrium in spite of these
k + 1 errors is εk+1. And hence the error reduction.

2.3 Error Reduction to ε2

It is known that if an error in a tile can guarantee another error in immediate neigh-
borhood, then it reduces the rate of errors from ε to ε2 [26, 15]. Next we describe our
construction to achieve this goal in the form of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. There exists a compact error correction scheme that will reduce the error
from ε to ε2 for two-dimensional algorithmic self-assembly for any arbitrary Boolean
functions OP1 and OP2.
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Proof. Construction. Before we begin the proof we would like to emphasize the
wholeness of the pad. Each side of the tile has one pad in Figure 2, and it encodes
the triplet shown in the Figure. Disagreement between corresponding elements of two
such triplets in any two pads results in the total mismatch between those two pads. Con-
sider the tile with input U(i, j) and V (i, j) at the right and bottom pads respectively.
Our goal is to guarantee one more error in the immediate vicinity of this tile if there is
one error. For that, we construct an error checking portion (V (i, j)) in the right side pad
and one error checking portion (U(i, j)) in the bottom pad. We will need corresponding
parts in the pads on the top (U(i, j + 1)) and the left side (V (i + 1, j)) also, which will
match with the error checking parts in the bottom pad of the top neighbor T (i, j + 1)
and right pad of the left neighbor T (i + 1, j) respectively. Now since top output pad

V(i+1,j),V(i,j),U(i,j)

U(i,j+1),
U(i,j),
V(i,j)

U(i+1,j+1),
U(i+1,j),
V(i+1,j)

V(i+2,j),V(i+1,j),U(i+1,j)

U(i+1,j+1),
U(i+1,j),
V(i+1,j)

U(i+1,j),
U(i+1,j-1),
V(i+1,j-1)

V(i+1,j),V(i,j),U(i,j)

U(i+1,j),
U(i+1,j-1),
V(i+1,j-1)

V(i+2,j),V(i+1,j),U(i+1,j)

T(i,j)

T(i,j-1)

T(i+1,j)

T(i-1,j+1)

U(i,j+1),
U(i,j),
V(i,j)

T(i-1,j)

Mismatch

case i
Further
mismatch

case iia
Further
mismatch

case ii b
Further mismatch

Fig. 3. Case 1 b) A further mismatch is caused by an error in the input pads

depends on the value of U(i, j + 1) (which is the right input of the top neighbor) we
need to incorporate it in our input pads. It is necessary otherwise there will be multiple
type of tiles for any given set of input pads. But for successful functioning of algorith-
mic self-assembly it is required that there should be only one possible tile-type for every
set of input pads. So, we need one more portion in the right input pad (U(i, j + 1)) and
hence a corresponding part in the left output pad (U(i + 1, j + 1)). Similarly, the need
for another portion in bottom input pad (V (i + 1, j)) and subsequently, in top output
pad (V (i + 1, j + 1)) can be explained.

This completes our description of a tile in the required tile-set. It should be noted that
the number of different tile types in this tile-set will be 4 times as compared to number
of tiles in a tileset without any error-correction. It can be attributed to the two possible
values for each of U(i, j + 1) and V (i + 1, j), for every value of the inputs U(i, j) and
V (i, j).

Error-Analysis: We show that if the neighborhood tiles a-independent of T (i, j) are
assembled correctly then a pad binding error in any of the input pads in T (i, j) causes
an additional mismatch error in its neighborhood in equilibrium. We need to consider
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only the cases where the pad binding error occurs in either the bottom or the right pad
of tile T (i, j). Otherwise, if the error occurs in left (or top) pad of T (i, j) then we can
consider the right pad of T (i + 1, j) (or bottom pad of T (i, j + 1) for the analysis. The
following case analysis provides the required proof.

1. If the bottom pad of T (i, j) has a mismatch:
(a) If V (i, j) on the bottom pad has a mismatch, then V (i, j) on right pad is incor-

rect, which causes an additional mismatch.
(b) If V (i, j) on the bottom pad is correct and V (i + 1, j) on right pad has a mis-

match, V (i + 1, j) on left pad is incorrect. Now we will prove that it causes a
further mismatch by exactly same technique as used by Reif et al [15]. We have
assumed that all the rows and columns that are a-independent of tile T (i, j) are
correctly assembled so T (i + 1, j − 1) is correctly assembled and has correct
values of its top output pad. Hence T (i, j)’s left neighbor T (i + 1, j) is de-
pendent upon the incorrect value communicated by the left pad of T (i, j) and
correct values communicated by top pad of T (i + 1, j − 1). Now consider the
pads of T (i+1, j). The right pad includes U(i+1, j+1), U(i+1, j), V (i+1, j)
and bottom pads include V (i + 2, j), V (i + 1, j), U(i + 1, j). Since the value
V (i+1, j) communicated by T (i+1, j−1) is correct and the value V (i+1, j)
communicated by T (i, j) is wrong, this implies there will be a mismatch at the
right or bottom pad of Tile T (i + 1, j).

2. If there is no error in bottom pad, but the right pad of T (i, j) has mismatch:
(a) If U(i, j) on the right pad has a mismatch, then U(i, j) on bottom pad is incor-

rect, which causes an additional mismatch.
(b) If U(i, j) on right pad is correct but U(i, j + 1) on right pad is incorrect,

then U(i, j + 1) on top output pad is incorrect. Now we will show that it
causes a further mismatch as argued above. Since we assume that all the rows
and columns that are a-independent of tile T (i, j) are correctly assembled
T (i − 1, j + 1) is correctly assembled and has correct values of its left out-
put pad. Hence T (i, j)’s top neighbor is dependent upon the incorrect value
communicated by the top pad of T (i, j) and correct values communicated by
left pad of T (i − 1, j + 1). Now consider the pads of T (i, j + 1). The right
pad includes U(i, j + 2), U(i, j + 1), V (i, j + 1) and bottom pads include
V (i + 1, j + 1), V (i, j + 1), U(i, j + 1). Since V (i + 1, j) communicated by
T (i− 1, j + 1) is correct and the value V (i + 1, j) communicated by T (i, j) is
wrong, this implies there will be a mismatch at the right or bottom pad of Tile
T (i, j + 1).

Hence any mismatch on the right or bottom pad of tile T (i, j) causes one more
mismatch in the vicinity of the tile. Together with the Proposition 1 this implies that
this scheme can reduce the pad mismatch errors from ε to ε2.

2.4 Error Reduction to ε3

At this point we would like to reiterate that redundancy based compact error resilient
scheme refers to any error resilient scheme that does not scale up the assembly and in
which only the encodings on the pads of the tiles are used to create redundancy. Also, a
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Boolean function f(x) is said to be input-sensitive to Boolean input x if it changes for
every change in the value of x.

Theorem 2. For arbitrary OP1 and OP2, there does not exist any redundancy based
compact error resilient scheme for two-dimensional self-assembly that can reduce the
error from ε to ε3.

Proof.

U(i,j)

V(i,j)

f(V(i,j))

f(V(i,j-1)

V(i,j-1)

g(V(i,j-1))

U(i,j)

V(i,j)f(V(i,j))
f(V(i,j-1)

V(i,j-1)

g(V(i,j-1))

Fig. 4.

For errors to reduce from ε to ε3, an error in any input pad, say V (i, j) should cause
two further mismatches in the immediate neighborhood. At least one of those mis-
matches should be caused because of an error on one of the output pads. It should be
noted that if OP1 and OP2 are arbitrary Boolean functions then the output U(i + 1, j)
or V (i, j + 1) cannot be guaranteed to be wrong for incorrect value of V (i, j). Hence,
in at least one of the output pads an additional error checking portion f(V (i, j)) (that is
input-sensitive to V (i, j) and hence can reflect the error in V (i, j) ) is required. It can
be located on the top or left output pad.

– Assume that f(V (i, j)) is located on top side, which implies f(V (i, j − 1)) is
located on the bottom side.
1. If V (i, j−1) does not exist within the input pads, then we need to consider the

case when f(V (i, j − 1)) has a mismatch. Since we require two further errors
in the neighborhood of T (i, j), as argued above it requires an additional error
checking function g(f(V (i, j − 1))) (that is input-sensitive to f(V (i, j − 1)))
on at least one of the top or left output pad.

2. If V (i, j − 1) exists in the input pads, then in case when V (i, j − 1) is mis-
matched, and two further errors in the neighborhood of T (i, j) are required,
it needs an additional error checking function g′(V (i, j − 1)) (that is input-
sensitive to V (i, j − 1)) on at least one of the top or left output pad.

– Assume that f(V (i, j)) is located on left side, which implies f(V (i − 1, j)) is
located on the right side.
1. If V (i−1, j) does not exist within the input pads, we need to consider the case

when f(V (i − 1, j)) is mismatched. Since two further errors are required, as
argued above it requires an additional error checking function h(f(V (i−1, j)))
(that is input-sensitive to f(V (i−1, j))) to be located on at least one of the top
or left output pad.
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2. If V (i − 1, j) exists in the input pads, then in case when V (i − 1, j) is mis-
matched, and two further errors are required, it requires an additional error
checking function h′(V (i − 1, j)) (that is input-sensitive to V (i − 1, j)) to be
present on at least one of the top or left output pads.

Hence, an additional error checking pad (g(f(V (i, j−1))), g′(V (i, j−1)) or h(f(V (i−
1, j)))or h(V (i − 1, j))) is required on at least one of the output pads. Arguing in the
same manner as above it can concluded that this cycle will keep on repeating. Hence, it
is not possible to construct tile with a bounded number of parameters in the pads and we
conclude that redundancy based compact error resilient schemes can not reduce error
from ε to ε3.

However, it will be proved that for a rather restricted class of Boolean functions OP1

and OP2, error can be reduced to ε3 by using the construction of Figure 2, which is
stated as Theorem 3.

Before we proceed with the error-analysis, it will be use- Table 1. An example of the
OP1 and OP2

U V UOP1V UOP2V
0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1

ful to understand the function class characterized in the
Theorem 3. OP1 and OP2 are such that:(1) U(i, j) OP1

V (i, j) is input-sensitive to U(i, j), if V (i, j) is kept con-
stant and U(i, j) OP2 V (i, j) is input-sensitive to V (i, j)
if U(i, j) is kept constant. (2) When both of them change at
least one of the U(i, j) OP1 V (i, j) or U(i, j) OP2 V (i, j)
should also change. For U(i, j) = 0, there are 2 possible
assignments to U(i, j)OP1V (i, j) maintaining its input-
sensitivity to V (i, j). Similarly, for U = 1 there are 2 possible assignments to
U(i, j)OP1V (i, j) conditioned to its input-sensitivity to V (i, j). Similarly for
V (i, j)=0 and V (i, j)=1 there are 2 independent assignments each. But among these
half of the assignments do not satisfy the second condition. Hence the total number of
Boolean functions in this class are 8. An example of such a function is given in the
Table 1.

Theorem 3. For restricted class of Boolean functions OP1 and OP2 such that at least
one of the U(i+1, j) or V (i, j +1) changes for any change in U(i, j) or V (i, j), there
exists a redundancy based compact error resilience scheme that can reduce the error to
ε3, and one such scheme is as shown in Figure 2.

Proof. If OP1 and OP2 are restricted to be as described, and if the neighborhood tiles
that are a-independent of T (i, j) are assembled correctly, then a pad binding error in any
of the input pads in T (i, j) causes two additional mismatch errors in its neighborhood.
As explained earlier, we need to consider only the cases where the pad binding error
occurs in either the bottom or the right pad of tile T(i,j). The following case analysis
provides the required proof.

1. If the bottom pad of T (i, j) has a mismatch:
(a) If V (i, j) in bottom pad of T (i, j) has a mismatch, then the V (i, j) in the right

pad of T (i, j) is incorrect. This causes a mismatch because according to our
assumption, all the tiles a-independent of T (i, j) are assembled correctly. Also:
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i. If U(i, j) on right pad is correct, V (i, j + 1) on top pad is incorrectly
computed because of restrictions on OP1 and OP2. This will cause further
mismatch at the right or bottom pad of the top neighbor T (i, j + 1), as
argued in the proof of Theorem 1.

ii. If U(i, j) on right pad has a pad-mismatch, then at least one of the V (i, j+
1) on top pad or U(i + 1, j) on left pad is incorrectly computed, be-
cause of the restrictions on OP1 and OP2. This will cause a further mis-
match at right or bottom pad of the left neighbor (T (i + 1, j)) or top
neighbor(T (i, j + 1)) in the same way as argued earlier.

(b) If V (i, j) on bottom pad is correct and V (i+1, j) on bottom pad has mismatch,
then V (i + 1, j) on the left pad is incorrect, which causes a further mismatch
in the right or bottom pad of the left neighbor T (i + 1, j). Also:

i. If U(i, j) on right pad is incorrect, then this causes a mismatch on the
right pad of T (i, j), because according to our assumption, all the tiles a-
independent of T (i, j) are assembled correctly.

ii. If U(i, j) on right pad is correct, then U(i + 1, j) on left output pad is
correct. But since V (i + 1, j) has a mismatch, V (i + 1, j + 1) on the top
pad is incorrectly computed, because of the restriction on OP1 and OP2.
This causes a further mismatch on the bottom or the right pad of the top
neighbor tile T (i, j + 1).

2. If there is no error in the bottom pad and there is mismatch in right pad:

(a) If U(i, j) on right pad has a pad-mismatch, then at bottom U(i, j) is incorrect,
and causes a mismatch. However since V (i, j) on the bottom pad is correct so
U(i + 1, j) on left pad is incorrectly computed because of the restriction on
OP1 and OP2. This causes a further mismatch on right or bottom pad of left
neighbor as explained earlier.

(b) If U(i, j) on right pad is correct and U(i, j+1) has a mismatch, then U(i, j+1)
on top pad is incorrect., which causes a further mismatch in right or bottom pad
of the top neighbor tile T (i, j + 1). Also since V (i, j) is correct, V (i, j + 1)
is also correct, and hence U(i + 1, j + 1) on left pad is incorrectly computed
because of restriction on OP1 and OP2. This causes a further mismatch in the
right or bottom pad of the left neighboring tile T (i + 1, j).

Hence any mismatch on the right or bottom side of the tile T (i, j) causes two further
mismatches in the vicinity of tile T (i, j) and this results in error reduction from ε to ε3.

For any other combination of Boolean functions OP1 and OP2, which do not satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3, the redundancy based compact error resilient schemes fail to
achieve the reduction from ε to ε3. It can be proven along the similar lines of reasoning
as the proof of Theorem 2. Therefore we state it without proof.

Theorem 4. For any combination of Boolean functions OP1 and OP2 outside the re-
stricted class of Theorem 3, there exists no redundancy based compact error correction
schemes that can reduce the error from ε to ε3 in two-dimensional self-assembly.
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2.5 Error Reduction to ε4

Theorem 5. For any Boolean functions OP1 and OP2, there exists no redundancy
based compact error correction scheme that can reduce error from ε to ε4 in two-
dimensional self-assembly.

Proof. For the reduction of error from ε to ε4, a mismatch in any input pad should
cause 3 more mismatches. It means that for any error in one of the input pads both
the output pads should have errors. In case an output pad requires any additional error
checking portion to detect an error in an input, then by arguments similar to the proof
of Theorem 2, it can be shown that such a tile cannot be constructed.

Hence, the only possibility is when, the left and top outputs U(i+1, j) and V (i, j+1)
both change for any change in the input U(i, j) or V (i, j). This means that we have
different values for each of U(i + 1, j) and V (i, j + 1) for 4 different values of input
pair, which is not possible as U(i + 1, j) and V (i, j + 1) are Booleans.

3 Error Correction in Self-assemblies in Three Dimensions

Three dimensional self-assembly is being described as the most promising tool for het-
erogeneous integration of next generation microsystems. Its potential to build complex
systems from microscale templates can not be overlooked [29, 12, 6, 22]. Besides the
assembled three-dimensional structures can be extremely useful in computations [7].
It is possible to simulate a two-dimensional cellular automata, using three-dimensional
self-assembly, which then paves way to perform a rich class of computations including
matrix multiplication, integer multiplications, context-free language recognition etc.

3.1 Assembly in Three Dimensions

The assembly problem in three-dimensions can V(i,j+1,k)

V(i,j,k) 

W(i,j,k)

W(i,j,k+1)

U(i,j,k) U(i+1,j,k)

Fig. 5. Three dimensional algorithmic
self-assembly

be generalized from the two-dimensional as-
sembly as the assembly of a three-dimensional
Boolean array of size N×M×P , where the el-
ements are indexed from 0 to N − 1 from right
to left, 0 to M − 1 from bottom to top, and 0 to
P − 1 from front to back. The rightmost plane,
bottommost plane and frontmost plane provide
the inputs to the assembly.

Let V (i, j, k) be the i-th value from right,
j-th from bottom, and k-th from front. Let
U(i, j, k) be the value communicated to the po-
sition (i+1, j, k), V (i, j, k) be communicated to the position (i, j+1, k), and W (i, j, k)
be communicated to the position (i, j, k + 1). Figure 5 shows a computational tile that
can be used for construction of three-dimensional assembly. U(i, j, k), V (i, j, k) and
W (i, j, k) are inputs at right pad, bottom pad and front pad respectively, to the tile lo-
cated at position (i, j, k). Then U(i + 1, j, k), V (i, j + 1, k) and W (i, j, k + 1) are the
output values at left, top and back pads, respectively. Also,U(i, j, k) = f1(U(i−1, j, k),
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V (i, j−1, k), W (i, j, k−1)), V (i, j, k) = f2(U(i−1, j, k), V (i, j−1, k), W (i, j, k−
1)), W (i, j, k) = f3(U(i − 1, j, k), V (i, j − 1, k), W (i, j, k − 1)) where f1, f2 and
f3 are the ternary Boolean functions that take as input three Boolean values and give a
Boolean output. It is assumed that initially a frame is assembled, with M × P tiles in
rightmost plane, N × P tiles in bottommost plane and N × P tiles in frontmost plane.
Next we examine the error resilience in three-dimensional self-assembly.

3.2 The Error Model

We extend the error model in two-dimensions to three-dimensional assembly in an ob-
vious way. We follow the independent error model for three dimensional assembly. We
also want to emphasize on the correct assembly of all the tiles in the assembly (and
hence on the correctness of complete pattern), and not just on the correctness of final
output only. We want to emphasize that the error analysis is done in the equilibrium
state of the assembly. Consider a tile T (i, j, k) in a N × M × P tiling assembly where
0 < i < N − 1, 0 < j < M − 1, 0 < k < P − 1. We define the immediate neighbor-
hood of a tile T (i, j, k) as 26 tiles surrounding it, whose coordinates differ from (i, j, k)
by at most 1. Formally speaking, {T (i′, j′, k′) : |i′ − i| ≤ 1, |j′ − j| ≤ 1, |k′ − k| ≤
1} \ {T (i, j, k)}. Tile T (i′, j′, k′) is said to be a-dependent on tile T (i, j, k) if i′ ≥ i,
j′ ≥ j, and k′ ≥ k and a-independent otherwise. Next we examine the schemes to re-
duce the errors in self-assembly. As mentioned earlier redundancy based compact error
resilient scheme refers to an error resilient scheme that does not scale up the assembly
and in which the encodings on the pads of the tiles are used to create redundancy.

3.3 Error Reduction to ε2

Theorem 6. There exists a redundancy based compact error resilient tiling scheme in
three dimensional assembly which can reduce the error from ε to ε2 for any arbitrary
Boolean functions f1, f2, and f3, and it is shown in Figure 6.

Construction. Before we describe the construction, we would like to emphasize on the
wholeness of pad. Each side of the tile has one pad in Figure 6, that encodes a 5-tuple
as shown in the Figure. Disagreement between corresponding elements of two such 5-
tuples in any two pads results in the total mismatch between those two pads. Consider
the tile T (i, j, k) with inputs U(i, j, k), V (i, j, k) and W (i, j, k) on the right, bottom
and front pads respectively. Our goal is to guarantee one more error in the vicinity of
this tile if there is one error in any of the input pads.

We add error checking parts to the right, bottom and front pads as shown in the
Figure 6: V (i, j, k) and W (i, j, k) on right pad, W (i, j, k) and U(i, j, k) on bottom
pad and U(i, j, k) and V (i, j, k) on front pad. Corresponding to these, we need to add
V (i + 1, j, k) and W (i + 1, j, k) on left pad, W (i, j + 1, k) and U(i, j + 1, k) on
top pad and U(i, j, k + 1) and V (i, j, k + 1) on back pad, as explained in the case of
two-dimensional tile.

As described in two-dimensional assembly, every value in the output pads should
be uniquely derivable from the values on the input pads. For V (i + 1, j, k) and W (i +
1, j, k) on the left pad we add V (i+1, j, k) on the bottom pad, and W (i+1, j, k) on the
front pad. For U(i, j + 1, k) and W (i, j + 1, k) on the top pad, we add U(i, j + 1, k) to
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V(i,j,k) ,  V(i+1,j,k) ,  V(i,j,k+1),

W(i,j,k),U(i,j,k)W(i,j+1,k),W(i,j,k) ,  W(i+1,j,k) ,  

V(i,j,k),U(i,j,k)

U(i,j+1,k),U(i,j,k) ,U(i,j,k+1), 

V(i,j,k) ,W(i,j,k)

W(i,j+1,k+1),W(i,j,k+1) ,  W(i+1,j,k+1) ,  

V(i,j,k+1),U(i,j,k+1)

U(i+1,j+1,k),U(i+1,j,k) ,U(i+1,j,k+1), 

V(i+1,j,k) ,W(i+1,j,k)

V(i,j+1,k) ,  V(i+1,j+1,k) ,  V(i,j+1,k+1),

W(i,j+1,k),U(i,j+1,k)

Fig. 6. Construction for error reduction to ε2

the right pad and W (i, j +1, k) to the front pad. For U(i, j, k+1) and V (i, j, k+1) on
the back pad, we add U(i, j, k+1) to the right pad and V (i, j, k+1) to the bottom pad.
The construction is complete with addition of U(i + 1, j + 1, k) and U(i + 1, j, k + 1)
to left pad, V (i + 1, j + 1, k) and V (i, j + 1, k + 1) to top pad, and W (i + 1, j, k + 1)
and W (i, j + 1, k + 1) to back pad.

This completes our description of a tile in the required tile-set. It should be noted that
the number of different tile types in this tile set will be 64 times as compared to number
of tiles in a tileset without any error-correction. It can be attributed to the two values for
each of the U(i, j + 1, k), U(i, j, k + 1), V (i + 1, j, k), V (i, j, k + 1), W (i + 1, j, k)
and W (i, j + 1, k), for every value of the inputs U(i, j, k), V (i, j, k) and W (i, j, k).

Refer to [17] for detailed error analysis.

3.4 Error Reduction to ε3

Theorem 7. If Boolean functions f1, f2, and f3 satisfy the following conditions:

– for fixed V (i, j, k) and W (i, j, k), f1(U, V, W ) is input-sensitive to U(i, j, k).
– for fixed U(i, j, k) and W (i, j, k) , f2(U, V, W ) is input-sensitive to V (i, j, k).
– for fixed U(i, j, k) and V (i, j, k), f3(U, V, W ) is input-sensitive to W (i, j, k).

Then there exists a compact error resilient scheme to reduce error from ε to ε3 for
three-dimensional self-assembly, and it is shown in Figure 6.

Refer to [17] for detailed proof.

3.5 Error Reduction to ε4

Theorem 8. For arbitrary Boolean functions f1, f2, and f3, there exists no redun-
dancy based compact error resilient scheme that can reduce error from ε to ε4 in three-
dimensional self-assembly.

Refer [17] for proof.
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4 Self-healing Tile Set for Three Dimensional Assembly

Winfree [25] provided the basis for studying self-healing in the self-assembly in a rig-
orous manner. We need to consider the repairability of a self-assembled structure in
the face of a damage. A tile-set is called self-healing, if at any point during error-free
growth, when n tiles are removed, subsequent error free growth will repair the damage
rapidly [25]. Winfree’s scheme of correctly repairing the damage (hole) is by ensuring
that the holes are filled in the original forward direction of the algorithmic assembly
and there is no backward growth in the holes.

Winfree proposed constructions of self-healing tile-sets for two dimensional algo-
rithmic self-assembly by replacing a single tile by a 3 × 3 (for simple assemblies like
sierpinsky triangles) , 5 × 5 (for general assemblies) and 7 × 7 (for additional robust-
ness to nucleation errors) block. We can extend his construction to three-dimensions.
We have discussed the construction of self-healing tile set by replacing a tile by 3×3×3
block of tiles in [17].

5 Discussion

In this paper, we presented a theoretical analysis of redundancy based compact error
resilient tiling in two and three dimensions. We conjecture the following stronger results
for three-dimensional assemblies. Currently these conjectures are open questions. We
state them without proofs as follows:

Conjecture 1. For arbitrary Boolean functions f1, f2, and f3, there exists no redun-
dancy based compact error correction scheme that will reduce error from ε to ε3 in
three-dimensional self-assembly.

Conjecture 2. For any functions f1, f2, and f3 that are outside the restricted class of
the functions defined in Theorem 7 there exists no redundancy based compact error
correction scheme that will reduce error from ε to ε3 in three-dimensional self-assembly.

Conjecture 3. For any Boolean functions f1, f2, and f3, , there exists no redundancy
based compact error resilient scheme that can reduce error from ε to ε4 in three-
dimensional self-assembly.

The immediate future work will be to prove or disprove these conjectures. We have pre-
sented a three-dimensional extension to Winfree’s self-healing tile set in two-dimensions.
It remains an open question if it is possible to design a compact self-healing tile set for
two and three-dimensional self-assembly.
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